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Abstract—Auditing Information Systems Security is difficult
and becomes crucial to ensure the daily operational activities of
organizations as well as to promote competition and to create
new business opportunities. A conceptual security framework
to manage and audit Information System Security is proposed
and discussed. The proposed framework is based on a concep-
tual model approach, based on the ISO/IEC_JCT1 standards,
to assist organizations to better manage their Information
Systems Security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Speed and accessibility operations promoted by infor-
mation and communication technologies, particularly the
Internet and the new Internet-enabled services, leads the
organizations to become heavily dependent on the perfor-
mance of their information systems. On the other hand the
evolution of wireless communication and the rapid growth
and availability of new services to facilitate accessibility,
such as, for example, the new cloud computing services,
have been gaining popularity not just by the organizations,
but by generic users as well. Although these new solutions
offer a better service with a promising technological initia-
tives at low operating cost, they also brings a set of new and
unexpected risks [5]. Consequently new forms of security
protection become crucial and existing security procedures
may need to be reviewed. One strategy is to perform
regular information system security audits, to evaluate the
performance of the security information management and
analyze if the existing security practices need to be reviewed.
A security audit of an information system is conducted
to assess the effectiveness of an organization’s ability to
protect its valued or critical assets [5]. This paper intends
to present an investigated approach to improve security
management through a conceptual framework developed
to assist organizations to classify attacks, identify assets
and mitigate their vulnerabilities and threats. The proposed
framework is based on a conceptual model with capability
to represent the semantic concepts and their relationships in
the information security domain, defined accordingly to the

established security standard ISO/IEC_JTCI11 [4].
The paper is structured as follows: in the section II it will

be presented an overview of security management concepts;
section III presents the proposed conceptual model, which
contains the semantic concepts specified in the informa-
tion security domain, and their relationships, hierarchical
structured in an ontology; section IV presents the proposed
framework to manage and audit information systems secu-
rity, based on the ontology structure; conclusions and future
work are presented in section V.

II. SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Managing information system security is increasingly
concerning organizations, due to the continuous growing
dependence of organizations on technology to conduct theirs
businesses, to create a competitive advantage and achieving
higher ROI. Organizations rely significantly on technology,
such as Internet, for businesses operations and secure busi-
ness transactions [6]. However organizations must consider
how they are going to succeed to the continuous changing
risk environment, since the technical controls alone are no
longer guaranteed, but mainly dependent on other security
requirements such as legislation, culture or the environment
[6]. Currently security is a fundamental principle for orga-
nizations businesses performance. As a result, organizations
need to evolve security management strategies in response to
the evolving information security requirements. A properly
security strategy demands for a rigorous process, similar to
any other business process, where every agent interacting
with critical resources need to be aware and participate in
security management, both adopting secure behaviors and
continuous evaluating security control’s performance [1].

The regular audit of information system security is one
approach to evaluate the organizations information systems
practices and operations. An auditing process will enable to
obtain evidences of organizations information systems secu-
rity policies efficiency to maintain the assets integrity, confi-
dentiality and availability, the typical organizations security

1International Organization for Standardization (ISO)/ International Elec-
trotechnical Commission (IEC), Joint Technical Committee (JTC 1)
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objectives. There are a few models or frameworks to support
the security audit, most of the time based on more or less
liberal interpretations of the security fundamental concepts
[5]. It is important to underlie that guidelines for security
auditing exist and are provided by recognized authorities.
The most relevant examples is the authority of Information
Security Audit and Control Association (ISACA2) that pro-
vides guidelines for security auditing and best security prac-
tices for information, systems and process auditing. They
stipulate computer systems audits and controls guidelines
such as the control objectives for information and related
technology (CoBIT3) developed by IT Governance Institute.
Alternatively there are the Guidelines for information se-
curity management systems auditing, released in 2007 by
ISO/IEC and the ISO 17799 Checklist [2] developed by
SANS 4 (System Administration, Networking and Security).
These standards precisely define the main procedures, but
are limited concerning the strict relations or process flows
necessary to undertake a security task, such as an audit. To
address this lack, it is presented a framework to support the
security audit of information systems security, based on a
conceptual model.

III. PROPOSED CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The proposed framework is based on conceptual ontol-
ogy, which models the fundamental concepts of attacks,
threats and vulnerabilities, and their relationships to other
security concepts. The defined conceptual model comprises
8 concepts and 16 relationships, based on the security
standards ISO/IEC_JCT1,as illustrated in the figure 1.
These concepts are described as following:

Incident – A single or series of unwanted or
unexpected events that might have significant
probability to compromise the information sys-
tem security.

(Security) Event – An identified occurrence of a
particular set of circumstances that changed the
status of the information system security.

Asset – Any resource that has value and im-
portance to the organization, which includes
information, programs, network and commu-
nications infrastructures, software, operating
systems, data and people.

CIA – The information properties to be ensured,
namely: confidentiality, integrity and availabil-
ity; besides these main security properties,
and depending on the context, other security
properties may need to the addressed, such as:
authenticity, accountability and reliability.

2http://www.isaca.org/
3http://www.itgi.org/
4http://www.sans.org
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Figure 1. Concepts and relationships defined in the conceptual framework,
adapted from [9]

Threat – Represents the types of dangers against
a given set of properties (security properties).
The attributes defined in this concept follow
the Pfleeger approach (Pfleeger 2007), which
include an attacker actions or position to per-
form an interception, fabrication, modification
and interruption, over a resource.

Attack – A sequence of actions executed by some
agent (automatic or manual) that explore any
vulnerability and produce one or more security
events.

Control – A mechanisms used to detect an incident
or an event, to protect an asset and their
security properties, to reduce a threat and to
detect or prevent the effects of an attack.

Vulnerability – Represents any weakness of the
system.

In short, the rational behind the ontology is structured
as following: an incident is made from – madeFromEvent
– events; the occurrence of an event can lead to a lost of
– lostOf – a set of security properties (CIA); an asset has
security properties – hasSecurityProperties – and each one
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can be affected by a threat; on the other hand, a threat
can affect one or more security properties; and finally, an
asset has vulnerabilities. A threat is materialized by an
attack, while the attacks exploit one or more vulnerabili-
ties; an attack is also triggered toward an asset. Further,
the implementation of control mechanisms help to reduce
threats, to detect and prevent an attack, to protect security
properties, to protect assets and vulnerabilities, as well to
detect events, in order to protect assets [7] . The description
of those concepts and their relationships, presented in the
ontology, was formalized through the use of the W3C
standard language for modeling ontologies Web Ontology
Language (OWL). This web language has been developed
by the Web Ontology Working Group as a part of the
W3C Semantic Web Activity [11]. In spite of OWL has
not been designed to specifically express security issues, it
was selected because it is a W3C recommendation since
February of 2004 and due to its expressiveness with superior
machine interpretability. The OWL is build upon Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and Resource Description
Framework Schema (RDFS). In fact the OWL vocabulary
is an extension of RDF and uses RDF/XML syntax. The
formalization of this ontology in OWL will be a step forward
to promote its interoperability among different information
security systems. In the next section, it will be presented the
framework under proposal, which follows the hierarchical
structure of the semantic concepts represented in the defined
ontology, and try to provide an easy way to understand user
interface so all users in an organization can participate in
security auditing like tasks.

IV. PROPOSED SECURITY FRAMEWORK TO MANAGE
AND AUDIT INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY

The establishment of ISO/IEC_JTC1 standards pro-
moted the standardization of the semantic concepts defined
in the information security domain. The correct understand-
ing and identification of those concepts are the primarily
requirement to be considered in the execution of a proper
evaluation of the information system security effectiveness,
and further to identify and characterize an occurred security
incident, as well as to estimate its impacts. The proposed
conceptual framework intends to assists the organization,
firstly to precisely determine what should be protected (the
assets) and their weaknesses (vulnerabilities) involved in
their daily activity. Secondly to assess what vulnerabilities
can be exploited by an attack, as well the threats that
might be materialized in an attack. Finally, evaluate the
efficiency and the effectiveness of the policy and controls
implemented, in order to evaluate if they are being correctly
implemented or if they need any adjustment [7]. Figure 2
illustrates the conceptual framework proposed, presenting
these three nuclear concepts: attack, threat and assets. The
auditor can select the concept from which he/she intends
to start the auditing process, and proceed to the directed

Figure 2. Developed framework

related concepts. Each concept contains a list of elements
that are linked to the other concepts, conforming to the
hierarchical structure of the semantic concepts, defined in the
ontology. These three concepts were included in the front-
end of the framework, rather the others, due to the nature
of the audit operation, which the auditor intends to perform.
Traditionally, a security audit is conducted once an incident
has occurred (reactive followed by a corrective audit), that
is when an asset has been compromised. In this case, an
audit is requested in order to determine the source of the
attack and how the incident happened, proceeding with the
adequate corrective mechanisms. However a security audit
is not only about investigating security break-ins, but rather
to mitigate recognized threats, in order to ensure: (1) the
security compliance; (2) the security of critical assets; (3)
the right controls are in the right place. In this last view
a security audit is performed in the context of the security
risk management process, and aims to produce or evaluate
a security policy. Being conducted by the main concepts
and their relationships defined by an ontology, the proposed
framework intends to assist organizations to understand,
prepare and perform security audits, by themselves. This
framework does not focus exclusively on technical controls
involved with information security, but enforces procedures
and practices to assist organizations to maintain consistently
high levels of useful and good quality information concern-
ing their information security systems. Within the ontology,
each concept is mapped to real subjects. For example a
malicious code attack is connected/linked to the affected
assets, the vulnerability it explores, and the security proper-
ties that have been compromised. Despite the large amount
of information available to complete a basic ontology, we
accept that each organization will develop its one view of
security awareness. The framework is modular concerning
this aspect, allowing evolving the ontology by adding the
relevant subjects. This way, the auditor may proceed through
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the examination of the relevant vulnerabilities in the assets
that can compromise the security of the information system,
within the organization; or the auditor may go along with
the analyses of new threats that might be materialized in an
attack.

Additionally, the proposed framework includes the typical
functions of similar tools, enabling a set of functionalities,
like the possibility of the auditor to generate a report with all
steps performed, as well as the registration date of the audit.
According to the results of the auditor’ examinations, he can
also schedule the next audit. Moreover, if the auditor during
his examination detects a new incident, i.e. an attack that is
not presented on the list of attacks, the auditor should report
this new attack with its features, which will be validated
by the administrator of the framework and, after that, the
administrator will index the attack to the list of attacks. This
procedure is the same if the auditor decides to conduct the
audit through the examination of the assets or threats and
during the process identifies a new vulnerability in an asset
or a new threat.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Regular security audits should be performed not only
as a reactive response to an occurred incident, but also
as a proactive audits to assess if security controls and
procedures adopted by an organization are proper to protect
their valued and critical assets. The need for permanent
study of attacks, threats and the assets vulnerabilities in
an information system is essential due it to their continue
evolvement and the significantly impacts on an organization.
Managing those concepts requires both a detailed under-
standing of security concepts and their relationships. Such
understanding can assist organizations in implementing the
right combination of protection controls to mitigate security
risks related with the assets’ vulnerabilities. The paper
discusses the implementation of a conceptual model, to
support the auditor to understand the business requirements
in managing security of an organization, namely to: (1)
properly identify the valued or critical assets; (2) properly
identify the vulnerabilities of assets; (3) identify and mitigate
potential threats; (4) evaluate the risks; (5) evaluate the
efficiency and effectiveness of the security policies and
safeguards defined and therefore analyze and implement the
necessary adjustments to security policy adopted.

This solution introduces a new perspective to model
information, in the security domain, since it is based on a
conceptual model with capabilities to richly describe multi-
ple security resources within an organization. Furthermore,
it enables an organization evolving its own instantiation of
the security ontology, obeying to standard concepts, but
embedding its on view and assumed risk of exposition.
Additionally the formalization of this ontology in OWL
will be an important resource to promote its interoperability
among different information security systems, as well its

integration in other knowledge representation system in the
security domain.

As future work we intend to assess the application of the
proposed framework and analyze, if the system fulfills the
evolution of information system security attacks.
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